Taking your Waterproofing Business
Commercial
by Melissa Morton

Insurance
Larger projects come with greater
risks, and most waterproofers find that
their insurance coverage needs a boost
before tackling commercial work.
Brandon
Smith
of
Smith
Waterproofing, in Almont, Mich.,
explains, “When something goes wrong
on a residential project most companies
can cover it. In commercial work, one
bad project is enough to take them out
of business.”
Better coverage is not just a good
idea. It’s usually a requirement. The
general contractor or project owner
typically won’t consider a company with
inadequate policies.
Most residential waterproofing
companies already have general liability
and worker’s compensation insurance.
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Brown says you will probably need to
raise the limits on those policies and add
an “umbrella policy” to fill potential gaps
in the coverage.
For example, a company has auto
coverage of $500,000 and general liability
coverage of $1,000,000. If they added a
$1,000,000 umbrella policy, in essence,
they’d have $1,500,000 in auto coverage
and $2,000,000 in general liability
coverage.
“Get a solid insurance agent that has
experience working with commercial
contractors,” says Brown. He suggests
calling and asking a local commercial
contractor who their insurance agent is.
If this isn’t an option, the local Associated
General Contractors (AGC) chapter
should have suggestions.
Liability is somewhat different in the
commercial sector. In residential work,
the waterproofer picks the product,
warranties the entire job, and takes on
all the liability. In commercial work,
the engineer specifies the product and
takes on the liability that it will work
in that application. In most cases, the
waterproofer will only be liable for the
proper installation and labor aspects of
the job.
Smith says he has worked with
engineers to use a different product than
the one specified. He says if you suggest
a different product and the engineer
approves it, you may take on more
liability if something goes wrong. Smith
suggests working with the manufacturer
to make sure the product will work for
the application.
In any case, the proper insurance
is essential to cover liabilities in case
something goes wrong.

Payment Schedules
Residential waterproofing contractors are used to seeing a 20%
profit margin on a $10,000 job. On a
commercial job, the profit margins will
be slightly lower (more like 10-15%), and
take much longer to come in.
Brown says the old adage is true: It
takes money to make money. “Like all
residential contractors you may have
that rare 30-day receivable that drives
you crazy each month when you look at
the A/R report,” Brown says. “If this is
something that bugs you to no end then
the commercial waterproofing market is
not for you.”
In the commercial market payment
terms of 45-60 days are normal, and 90
days are not unheard of. Needless to say,
this can substantially impact a company’s
cash flow if they are not properly
prepared to fund overhead and payroll
while waiting for the payment.
The answer to this problem is a solid
line of credit with your bank. In most
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s the housing market continues
to struggle, a number of
residential waterproofers are
finding success by adding commercial
jobs to their portfolios. While the
commercial waterproofing market offers
a larger client base and revenue stream,
it is not without risk and substantial
challenges.
“The work itself is fundamentally
the same,” says Chris Brown of Rescon
Basement Solutions in North Reading,
Mass. “However, the landscape of the
two markets is very different. These
differences can wreak havoc on a
residential market that is not prepared
to venture into the world of commercial
waterproofing projects.”
Contractors who have made the
shift say the greatest challenge isn’t in
the technical aspect of the work, but
in the scale, scheduling, and financial
management these jobs demand.

cases, the bank will provide a line of
credit that reflects the past 12 months’
A/R report. Unfortunately, this will likely
be inadequate for supplying the amount
of cash you need to cover payroll and
overhead expenses when you first take
your company commercial.
Make sure you are well capitalized
before entering into any commercial
contracts. Brown recommends having
enough cash in place to cover the
company’s payroll and overhead
expenses for at least 60 days. “This will
require a clear understanding of these
expenses,” he says.
“If you don’t have a clear and
concise handle on the expenses, don’t
venture into the commercial market,” he
adds. “You are not ready.”
Smith, in Michigan, says it is not
uncommon to go a full year before
he gets full payment on a job. In his
experience, some commercial jobs pay
partial payment at the 45-60 day mark
and hold a retainer until the job is 100%
completed. “In some cases that means
you might be waiting five years until you
get paid the full amount,” says Smith.

Staffing and Paperwork
For a hands-on owner who is used
to going out on every call, making every
inspection, and writing up every quote,
the transition to commercial may be
hard. “There is no way one person can
wear all the hats in commercial and do
a good job,” says Smith. “You need to get
a good project manager and team. You
can’t do it all yourself.”
Smith’s company has a person on
staff dedicated to finding and processing
commercial leads. It takes more time to
bid these projects and definitely more
paperwork once you win a bid. Your
crew and office personnel need to be on
board and prepared for some changes in
their workloads.
Smith’s remedial waterproofing
company eased into commercial work
over the past 30 years. They started
out doing remedial waterproofing and

While the technical details of the
job may be similar to residential
work, the scale is vastly different.
This job at a pickle factory in
Michigan required hundreds of
sq. ft. of carbon fiber to reinforce
walls reaching 15 feet.
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foundation repair work for apartment
complexes in 1970. “Apartment
complexes are a perfect way to get
into commercial work,” says Smith.
“The scope of the work is the same
as residential, but you are introduced
to the paperwork—one of the biggest
challenges of commercial work.”
“That first 2,000 page contract can
be quite a shock,” Smith says. To better
prepare himself for commercial work,
Smith took contract and blueprint
reading classes at his local community
college.
The company began pursuing
commercial work aggressively about
eight years ago and while it fluctuated
over the years, the commercial side of
the business has surpassed residential for
the past two years. Smith Waterproofing
now does 70% commercial work.

Making the Shift
Too much, too fast can be the
demise of residential company moving
into commercial. “Definitely start out
slow with smaller projects,” Smith says.
“Don’t bite off more than you can chew.”
Seal It Waterproofing, in Calgary,
Alberta, Canada is one company that
successfully made the transition by
working up to progressively bigger
projects. Owner Jason Whitfield began
as a builder of custom concrete homes
and started Seal It Waterproofing as a
division of the larger company. When
he discovered Epro Waterproofing, he
bought a pump and started waterproofing
the large custom concrete homes they
were building. They worked on large
complicated foundations, some of which
were upwards of 15,000 square feet but
they were still considered residential.
In 2007, the homebuilding division
slowed down but the waterproofing side
of the business was still going strong.
They soon landed their first commercial
waterproofing job doing the blindside
waterproofing on a new 3-story parking
garage. It was an $80,000 contract
waterproofing 30,000 square feet.
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That project (and the people they
worked with) led them to the next two
commercial waterproofing projects:
an 11,000-sq.-ft. gas line barrier for a
new health facility and a contract to
waterproof decks over living spaces for
an apartment complex. These three
jobs—the blindside waterproofing on
the parkade, the gas barrier, and the deck
over living space—prepared them for
their next bid—waterproofing 800,000
sq. ft. of underground light rail station
and tunnel for the West Light Rail Transit
project in Calgary.
“It was a huge jump,” says Whitfield.
“But our previous commercial jobs
taught us the techniques we needed
to successfully do this job. The gas line
taught us how to waterproof the base of
the tunnel, the blindside waterproofing
job taught us what we needed to know
to do the walls of the tunnel and the
decking jobs helped us know how to
do the roofing system.” He partnered
with Michael Downey of Mike Downey
Contractors, Wichita, Kansas, who was
the main waterproofing contractor on
the project.
Now 18 months into the project,
they have already finished two-thirds
of the job. They’ll start back up in May
2012 to finish the last 30,000 square feet.
Whitfield says project administration is one of the biggest challenges
of commercial work. “I spend most
of my time in meetings,” he says. On
the West LRT job he dealt with eight
different superintendents and went to
eight different meetings. “I had to put
someone else in charge of the residential
side of the business because there wasn’t
enough time to do both,” he says.

Finding Leads
In commercial work , the engineers
typically specify the products. (This
is true regardless of whether it’s new
construction or remedial work.) If you’re
on good terms with your suppliers, they
may be a good source for commercial
leads.

Often, an engineer will contact the
manufacturer first and ask if they know
any contractors in the area who could
handle the job. Smith has gotten several
of his commercial leads that way.
Build a solid reputation by
doing good work. Smith says that in
commercial and government work
everyone talks to each other. “Engineers
and general contractors have good
memories,” Smith says. “They will
never forget their experience with you.
Whether you did a good job or a bad
job they never forget and they tell their
colleagues.”
He says you can get more bids just
by building your reputation among
the engineer and general contractor
community.
Government and commercial bids
are also available online. Some companies sell leads to bid on commercial
projects. Typically, government projects
are listed on the specific township, city
or state websites.

“Commercial projects are competitive,” Smith says. “Bidding is a
balancing act. You won’t get everything
you bid on but be prepared as if you will
win every bid. You don’t want to bid on
too many job unless you know you can
handle the work if you win the bids.”

On the Jobsite
Waterproofers who have made the
switch say the actual work is the same
in residential as in commercial work,
but on a much grander scale. A typical
residential crack injection job is about
8-16 linear feet. A commercial job is
commonly 2,500 linear feet. “The way
you fill a crack doesn’t change,” Smith
says. “It just takes a lot more material
and you have to prepare for that.”
Whitfield says on a commercial
job you have to get used to working
around different sub-trades. “There is a
lot more activity on a commercial job,”
says Whitfield. “Sometimes there is
equipment in the way. You have to deal

with different safety concerns to keep
your crews and everyone else on the
jobsite safe.”
Schedules may be tighter, too.
Smith remembers one challenging
project when they had to shut down a
24-hour food processing plant to get the
work completed. The owners wanted
the plant back up and running as soon
as possible, so Smith’s crew worked long
hours through the weekends to get the
job done. “You are always working on a
deadline in commercial work,” he says,
“and you usually get fined if you are late.”
He cites a highway project
beginning shortly with the Department
of Transportation as an extreme
example. “They have penalties of $5,000
for every 15 minutes past your deadline.”
Commercial work is definitely
challenging. “It is not easy,” says Smith.
“But I like the challenges of commercial
work. I find it rewarding to tackle a new
and different project.”
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